Courtesy of Uber New Orleans Newsletter.

Starting April 8, 2016, uberX is fully available to pick you up at Louis Armstrong International
Airport.
You’ve always had access to uberX dropoffs at MSY. Now, when your flight arrives, you can
count on the same reliable and affordable rides to your next destination.
MSY PICKUP DETAILS
To take the hassle out of your travel, follow these steps for pickups from MSY:


Select your vehicle type and request a ride.



Due to MSY regulation, your driver must meet you in the Ground Transportation Center.
To get there, follow the signage for the Ground Transportation Center and walk directly
across all of the pickup lanes on the arrivals level (in the crosswalk of course!).



Once you arrive at the Ground Transportation Center, you will see signage for “App Based
Ride Services” in the parking lot and rows of numbered parking spaces.



Your driver will text or call to tell you which numbered space they are parked in. Just walk
to the correct space, verify this is the right driver and vehicle, and you’ll be on your way!

AIRPORT FARES
Vehicle Request Option

From MSY > Orleans Parish

From Orleans Parish > MSY

uberX, uberASSIST, VIP

$33

$33*

uberXL

$50

$50*

UberBLACK

$75

$75*

UberSUV

$90

$90*

* Fares for airport drop offs from Orleans Parish to MSY are subject to dynamic pricing, which
may increase the rate based on high demand for available rides. For the most up-to-date pricing,
use our fare estimate feature in the app.
More information on pricing:



Fares represented in this chart are for trips to and from MSY Airport and Orleans Parish
only and are inclusive of $4 MSY Surcharge and additional relevant fees.



The City of New Orleans mandates a $33 minimum charge for uberX trips between MSY
Airport and Orleans Parish. The City of New Orleans also mandates a $75 minimum charge
for UberBLACK and a $90 minimum charge for UberSUV trips between MSY Airport and
Orleans Parish.



Fares for trips from MSY airport to a destination that is not in Orleans Parish will be
calculated based on distance and time plus a $4 MSY Airport Surcharge and additional
relevant fees. Get more info on pricing here.

